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l~ The research Department has completed a thorough study 
and analysis of Operations Problem IV which was solved and played 
by the classes of 1933. A special effort was made to get and 

compile all possible data which might have a bearing upon the 
problem. To this end, there were collected copies of all es
sential plans, orders, various operations details, histories of 
the critique, and records of the analysis made of the entire prob
lem. While various copies of these may be found in other depart
ments of the College, it has been considered best to retain a com
plete file in the Research Department. These are referred to in 
the enclosures. 

General Remarks on the Problem. 

2. Before undertaking a detailed discussion of the problem, 
it appears interesting to consider it, first, from a grand strategy 
point of view as it relates to the conduct of the war; and,secondly, 
as it directly affects the naval strategy, naval plans and opera
tions. As the final problem of the year for the Senior and dunior 
Classes, it was in many ways the major strategical and tactical 
game and naturally of the greatest practica1 interest to us in 
studying the conduct of war in the Pacific between BLUE and ORANGE. 
It is doubtful if a harder problem could be designed or played. It 
was the climax of all previous studies and games. The class had 
the proposition put up to them of assuming that the BLUE and ORANGE 
Navy Departments had ordered the Commander-in-Chief to make an es
timate of the situation and prepare plans to carry out the instruc
tions. Each member of the Senior Class solved the problem and 
afterward was given a solution of the BLUE .a.lid ORANGE situations 
made by the staff. The senior member of each section of the senior 
class was selected as Commander-in-Chief of the opposing sides. On 
the ORANGE side, Admiral C.R. Train used his own solution and plan; 
on the BLUE side, Rear Admiral Ernest ~. King had a solution of the 
BLUE situation which did not fit well to make an interesting game 
and he consented to play another solution. It is interesting to 
consider that Rear Admiral Train, an officer of extended destroyer 
and battleship experience, and Rear Admiral King, of special staff 
duty, destroyer, submarine and aviation experience, conducted the 
operations through most of the game, but were detached for other 
duty before the decisive point was reached. 

3. In this problem BLUE had to cut him.self away from all 
facilities and supplies, project his fleet about 7,000 miles from 
home, and establish a base before he can begin offensive opera
tions. The BLUE navy included all ships built, building or ap
propriated for in 1933, but did not include vessels in reserve. 
It is to be further noted that BLUE was given a fleet train of 
vessels which could make over 14 knots, with the exception of two 
13-knot tankers and 9 12-3/4 knot tankers. An effort was made 
in this problem (different from other years), to increase the 
speed of the train vessels to 14 knots. It was desired to ascer
tain what effect this increased train speed would have upon the 
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success of the fleet cruising disposition. In this same type prob
lem of other years, the slow train had cut down the speed of the 
oruising formation to 11 knots or below, and in such problems this 
slow speed had made the formation very vulnerable from ORANGE sub
marine attacks. The analyses of games since 192? have shown the 
tremendous damage inflicted upon the BLUE fleet in an overseas ex
pedition. Therefore it was assumed in this problem that the fleet 
was capable of a sustained speed of 14 knots and that the slower 
auxiliary vessels of the train would follow in later convoys. It 
was assumed that the ASIATIC Fleet as as it now exists, including 
the HOUSTON and the ROCHESTER. 

4. As to BLUE'S strategy and plans, it was assumed that he 
would wage a limited war and that the war would be primarily naval. 
The War Plans included a mobilization at LAH.A.INA. ROADS, HAWAII, 
during the period of strained relations, and then the early advance 
in force to secure a base with a non-stop advance in the WESTERN 
PACIFIC. This involved fueling at sea and not taking a chance upon 
finding and providing t'uel after arrival. It was BLUE'S strategy 
to avoid action, protect his train, reduce his damage to a minimum, 
secure a base in the FAR EAST and be in fighting trim upon arrival. 
BLUE considered that he might accomplish this by (1) upsetting the 
enemy's disposition of forces; (2) by bewildering and surprising 
him; (3) separating his forces; and (4) counter attack. He could 
do this particularly by changes of course, routes, speeds and for
mations. 

5. With the above BLUE concept, the BLUE fleet later had 
anohored in I.AHA.INA. ROADS, HAWAII, ready to execute their plan 
under Rear Admiral King, Commander-in-Chief. It is considered 
that the BLUE fleet was indoctrinated, determined, and ready to 
take adTantage of all incidents which might arise in the approach
ing expedition. 

ORANGE 

6. On the ORANGE side, the problem. is even harder than the 
task which f'a.ced BLUE. Whil.e he is nearer home, the distances 
through which he has to operate are still very great. The mere 
task of locating the BLUE fleet means a great dislocation of any 
of his forces, and then when l.ocate d he , presumably, has a weaker 
torce with which to attack. As contrasted to BLUE'S oftensLve 
war, ORANGE has a political object put up to the ORANGE Commander
in-Chief' of preventing the establishment of' BLUE in the FAR EAST. 
It is therafore to ORANGE both an offensive-defensive war of maxi
mum intensity, and primarily naval. 

7. The ORANGE Commander-in-Chief, Admiral Train, used his 
own sol.ution of the problem. As in all other similar games, 
ORANGE was to attempt to wear d-own BLUE by a campaign of attrition 
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after l.oca.ting him. He realized that BLUE can not repair under
water damage at any PHILIPPINE base; whereas he can repair his 
own dam.age at his own bases. It was therefore ORANGE tactics 
to seek under-water hits from torpedoes and bombs. The ORANGE 
fleet included all combatant ships now in the OBANGE navy in com
mission in 1933. It may be noted that this included, among others, 
6 BBs, 3 CCs, 4 CVs, 12 CAs, 17 CLs, 24 DLs, 70 DDs, 61 SS, 4 SMs, 
in addition to various AVs, XAVs and mining vessels. All addi
tional train vessels were available practically as needed. Besides 
this fleet was a China Squadron of' the oldest vessels in the .ORANGE 
navy, which included 6 ol.d CAs armored cruisers, 7 CLs, 21. DDs, etc. 
These were available for use in the game and were at the conclusion 
nearing the BLUE fleet. 

a. From the ORANGE point of view, the great worry and prob
lem' was to get information of the movements of the BLUE flee~ from 
LAH.A.INA, ensure aoourate communications, and have sufficient forces 
ready to track and work attrition upon the BLUE fleet. Consider-

. ing previous games, the element of &rprise as to where the BLUE 
fleet would go made a tremendous problem for the ORANGE Commander
in-Chief. Based upon the analyses of' o~her similar games, ORANGE 
must be preparea to quickly gain information of' BLUE'S movements 
as he leaves LAH.A.INA and not be surprised upon any radical. changes 
of course or probable destination. Therefore while the problem is 
difficul.t for BLUE to undertake, it is even harder for ORANGE on 
the defensive to place his forc·es and plan against all BLUE sur
prises.. It is this particular phase of' the problem in making a 
preliminary plan or plans that must be noted on the eve of war. 
ORANGE'S plan must provide for various contingencies and be most 
elastic and flexible. 

9. The various plans and orders which were made are ap
pended as enclosures. It is interesting to note that BLUE in 
general was able to carry out his general plan; whereas ORANGE 
had to change his plan and operations early in tle game. 

Operations. 

10. The BLUE fleet left LAH.A.INA on 30 November. ORANGE 
submarines noted its departure but sighted no heavy ships, and 
by dark of the same night had l.ost contact. BLUE further sur
prised ORANGE by change of course to south at 1600, 1 December, so that no further contact with the BLUE main body was made by 
ORANGE for one week. The fail.ure to maintain contact with BLUE 
kept ORANGE in the dark until dawn of 8 December. Then ORANGE 
submarines made contact with BLUE submarines well out on BLUE'S 
tlank. This was a week of' great suspense for ORANGE and re
quired a. re-disposition of scouting forces. The BLUE fleet which 
l.ett LAHAINA at 1400, 30 November, on course West, took a gener
ally southwest course to pass 500 miles from ~ALUIT. Except for 
the surprise run south during- daylight of 1 December, the~ ourse 
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of the BLUE fleet was according to pl.an, when it was changed to 
the Westward to remain 500 miles south. of all. the ORANGE Man
dated Islands. (This was in accordance with the Staf'f Sol.ution 
to try out the problem with BLUE'S course South of the Mandated 
Islands). 

11. Beginning at dawn, 8 December, to the end of the game, 
ORANGE had approximate information of the BLUE position, and once 
this was established ORANGE felt more contident and began launch
ing light forces and destroyer attacks upon the fleet. It must 
be noted that the initial. contact was made upon the assumption 
that the ORANGE Commander-in-Chief, 4000 miles distant, oould 
accurately communicate with all. his forces and effect a re-dis
tribution of his scouting forces which had failed to contact the 
BLUE fleet. On the other hand~ if it had been assumed that this 
could not be done, it is quite probable tha~ the BLUE fleet would 
have proceeded without interruption to the WESTERN PACIFIC. How
ever, with contact ·made and maintained, the BLUE fleet formation 
became subject to attacks quite the same as in other previous years. 

12. During the night of 10-11 December ORANGE launched a 
heavy massed . torpedo attack on the BLUE fleet from the Northwest, 
but a change of course to South by the BLUE fleet delayed the tor
pedo attack and brought about only an ORANGE cruiser action. A 
second massed torpedo attack was made on the night on 14-15 Decem
ber, with cruisers leading the two attack groups. As a result 
of these massed torpedo attacks and other offensive measures, BLUE 
received considerable damage to her battleships, carriers and cruis
ers; and, besides this, BLUE nearly had her entire train receive 
an under-water attack. By luck only, the loss of the train was 
averted, and ORANGE on the other hand lost most of his destroyers 
and received great damage to his battle cruisers and carriers. 
Generall.y speaking, BLUE was not able to continue the expedition 
and have a sufficient force in any sort or fighting trim to ac
compl.ish much after arrival. ORANGE on the other hand was equally 
weakened, with his capital ships a.bout as far from the ORANGE bases 
as are the BLUE damaged ships from. HAWAII. 

Special Notes on Encl.osures. 

1.3. In the critiques by Captains Rowan and Todd (Enclosure M), 
special. attention is invited to the background of the problem and 
the detail.a of · the set-up. Their comments upon the type of war 
which BLUE might use against OR.ANGE, and strategy in general, are 
worthy of consideration. In a study of the BLUE-ORANGE situation 
in the WESTERN PA.CIFIC, the diffioul ties which confront BLUE in an 
overseas expedition are pointed out. 

14. It is interesting also to note the missi..on of Admiral 
Train (with. Enclosure M) as Commander-in-Chief of the ORANGE fleet 
after his night attaaks upon the BLUE fleet. Inasmuch as \~e waa 
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detached :from duty at the War College at about the time his night 
destroyer attacks were being made, he was not present to be in 
command of further ORANGE operations which took place. He was 
not therefore able to be present at the diseussions in the critique 
which took place after the problem. 

Operations in the game. 

15. The operations of the BLUE fleet under the Commander-in
Chief, Admiral King, are especially interesting to us in a study 
of the WESTERN PACIFIC. Re used a solution which was purposely 
seleated to investigate the possibilities of the route a:> uth of 
the Mandated Islands where ORANGE would have to have a logistic 
problem to consider. After his sortie from LAHAINA ROADS and 
the change of course to the south, it is interesting to note the 
surprise and upset which was brought to ORANGE. In many other 
problems of this type, ORANGE was able to contact and constantly 
report the movements of the BLUE fleet. In this problem, however, 
the BLUE fleet went along peacefully for a week unmolested. This 
brought about a canplete change in the scouting disposition of 
ORANGE and b"affled the ORANGE Commander-in-Chief. The cruising 
dispositions us.ed by BLUE are of special interest and are mown 
in diagrams as enclosure (~). The use by BLUE of his air forces 
for scouting and later the loss of the AKRON and MA.CON are note
worthy. (Incidentally, on the game board the AKRON was lost at 
about the same date in April as was the actual loss off the coast 
ot New Jersey on April 1933). The operations of the BLUE sub-
marines and destroyers have been described by Captain Conant 
Taylor, u.s.N. (Enclosure 0-2}, and the comments on battleships, 
air forces, cruisers and train are shown in Enclosure (0-1) by 
Captain Wilbur R. Van A.uken, U.S.N. 

16. Considering the problem atter it had reached the tac
tical stage, the remarks are given in detail by Captain Coffey 
in the Critique appended (Enclosure M). This is of special in
terest in commenting upon the action.a on the night of 10-11 Decem
ber in which the cruisers and destroyers played a prominent part 
on both sides. The consideration of the use of torpedoes and 
cruisers at night, star-shells, searchlights and gunfire are of 
special interest. And, again, the description of the night 
action on 14-15 December gives a very excellent picture ot the 
night conditions, the BLUE Cruising Disposition Number Two, and 
the offensive ma.de by the ORANGE light forces against it. Inas
much as there have been few occasions to study night actions on 
the game board, these two engagements brought out interesting 
points relative to the use of different types ot Ships and dif
ferent weapons at night. 

17. Of special note to those on the BLUE side (regardless 
of the heavy ORANGE losses) is the fact that three battleships 
were sunk or reduced below 10 knots speed; 12 heavy cruisers dis
abled, sunk, or seriously damaged; three light cruisers disabled 
or sunk; and the aircraft RANGER sunk, besides the loss, oi\ \ over 
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30 destroyers, some auxiliaries and planes. With these losses 
over 3200 miles away trom PEARL HARBOR, it is probable that all 
ships with under-water damage would be lost. Nevertheless the 
ORANGE losses ot 14 heavy and light cruisers and nearly 75 per 
cent. or all his destroyers were severe. As to the actual line
up of the two fleets af'ter these engagements, both Commande:m-in
Chiet considered themselves superior. It is therefore proble
matical as to what would happen during the next week at sea. How
ever, it must not be forgotten that this heavy il,P.amaged BLUE torce x 

is proceeding to a base in the PHILIPPINES where it must receive 
repairs, tuel and general service. Therefore, if rurther casual
ties eome to the BLUE train or tenders, it is difficult to appre
ciate how the BLUE Commander-in-Chief can maintain his force. This 
point brings up the question o,f BLUE'S being assured of a perma
nent base, fully equipped and secured against the enemy attacks; 
for as the problem ended, even assim.ing that another general en
gagement did not talce place, the logistic. situation for BLUE is bad. 

ORANGE Operations. 

18. The complete ORANGE operations and analysis of the prob
lem were made by Commander G.R. Hoey, u.s.N., ot the Research De
partment, who as a student in the Senior Class had been in command 
of a force on the ORANGE side. His detailed remarks on the opera
tion a.re appended for future study as Enclosure (0-3). Comments 
upon the OBANGE problem and operations, both on the strategical and 
tactical phase, are given by Captains Rowan and Todd in Enclosure 
(M); and the details or the tactical phase covering the ORANGE side 
as .brought out in the two night engagements are given by Captain 
Coffey in his Critique (Enclosure M). 

General Statistics and Leading Features. 

19. In order that the statistics and leading features be taken 
from. the problem after its playing, the Research Department was fur
nished with a comment by Commander Rankin o'f the Strategy Department 
or Operations of the College, who assisted in the drawing up of the 
problem and the chart maneuver. In this enclosure is found a brief 
description of the operati.ons and the damages which took place in the 
night attacks. Finally,, the outstanding features as obs-e~ved by 
him are of special value. On the BLUE side, the use of a line of 
slow submarines on the northern flank for giving warning; the use 
of the large dirigibles for information, their vulnerability and 
lack of value; and the use by BLUE or radical change of course with 
his f'ormation were outstanding; whereas on the ORANGE side· he notes 
the failure of the ORANGE submarines to regain contact after the 
BLUE fleet's departure and the conviction of the ORANGE Commander
in-Chief that BLUE would take a northerly course, besides the fact 
that the ORANGE Commander-in-Chief attempted to direct detaiis of' 

'I- operations 6Q.Q~m1les away. He showed the~enormous waste of ef
fort by ORANGE in scouting during the first eight days of the BLUE 
fleet movements and the attempt of the ORANGE cruisers to obtain 
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unnecessarily accurate information from dawn 8 December to 10 
December. These repeated contacts put BLUE on the alert and 
were responsible for the radical change of course of the BLUE 
tleet on the evening of 10 December which resulted in the first 

night torpedo attack being cancelled before the attack groups 
made contact. 

Conclusions. 

20. In a consideration of al.l phases of ~he problem and all 

data appended, the tollowing general conclusions or possible les

sons may be drawn which will be interesting to us in a study of 

the BLUE-ORANGE situation, plans and operations in the WES~N 

PACIFIC. In the first place, it was assumed for BLUE that his 

entire navy was in all respects ready and assembled at LAH.A.INA 

ROADS as existed in 1933. This of course is entirely proble
matical. It would be impossible and impracticable for such a 
BLUE force to be available, trained and ready. ~he manning of 

all ships, their docking, fitting out and mobiliza~ion at LAHAINA, 

even if desired, would be an enormous problem. Besides, it is 

quite probable that ~he BLUE grand s~ra"tegy of the war might re
quire a naval strategy quite different than was assumed in this 

problem. For example, it is believed that the BLUE fleet might 
be divided so that a certain part would be assigned to the CARIB

BEAN, another to the PANAMA. CAN.AL and PACIFIC COAST, besides the 

part left at the HAWAII.AN base. In a consideration of this phase, 

it would seem apparent that not over 50 per cent of the BLUE navy 

would be assigned as a striking force for the overseas expedition 

that was attempted in this problem. And of such a force which 

had little or no training in large cruising dispositions, communi

cations, and with possible foul bottoms bringing a reduotion of 

fleet speeds, the actual BLUE fleet would be quite a ·different 

one than was given the BLUE c·ommander-in-Chief at the outset of 

this game. 

21. On the ORANGE side, the same comment may be made rela

tive to their forces. It is not presumed that without the knowl

edge of BLUE, the ORANGE navy could have been disposed far into 

the BLUE zone in such a force. The logtstic problem which would 

have faced ORANGE with such an advanced force is a most difficult 

one. Considering his communications and the enormous area which 

he must scout, his situation is not a pleasant one. Whether or 

not BLUE would have had such an easy time evading ORANGE submarines 

off HAWAII is a question. In many other games of a similar type 

the BLUE fleet has been tracked. But nevertheless in this game, 

due to the combination of circumstances, the OR.ANGE Commander-in

Chief was obliged to re-dispose his scouting force, which finally 

contacted the BLUE fleet after a week. It is possible that this 

could have been done and it illustrates {as we have noted fre
quently on the game board and in our fleet maneuvers at sea) that 

a pre-conceived plan and operation order can not always be carried 

out. It is the unforeseen\\that happens and sometimes the con

viction and decision of a Commander-in-Chief may be a wrong guess. 
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In this case for ORANGE it was, but was corrected by later dis
positions. 

22. Considering the BLUE fleet as it existed and as it was 
disposed, it appears that the BLUE Commander-in-Chief took ad
vantage of all. situations and accomplished as much as might be 
expected with the force which was given him. His radical changes 
of course, indoctrination of his torce, and use of his formation 
appear to be about as much as could be expected. His aggressive 
use of his air forces for scouting and keeping down submarines 
was noteworthy. Luck, at times, was more, especially when the 
BLUE train escaped destruction on the night of 0-11 December. 
The use of the AKRON and MACON in the game was interesting. Even 
though they accomplished nothing, they at least kept ORANGE con
cerned until they were destroyed. The ORANGE air commander 
(Captain F.R. Mccrary, formerly commander of the SARATOGA) ex
pressed the view that he was afraid these dirigibles might contact 
the ORANGE air dispositions in the Mandated Islands. Looking at 
their movements from the ORANGE side, it appears that potentially 
they were of advantage to BLUE in their psychological effect upon 
ORANGE. Nevertheless, once seen, both the .AKRON and MACON could 
not withstand any heavier-than-air craft attack. Their value in 
the game was generally negligible. 

23. On the subject of damage and damage control, it was mown 
again as a fact that the BLUE damage and losses far from the HAWA.IIA..~ 
base woul.d leave a crippled BLUE fleet after several ORANGE attacks. 
When it is realized that all of this damage resulted from two night 
attacks only, it can be visualized what mitht occur if the BLUE 
fleet had received attrition attacks fromhe beginning of the 
voyage. 

24. The previous studies made of games since 1927, which were 
reported upon under the subject of the Balanced Treaty Navy, in 
May 1933, are confirmed all the more by the operations of this 
game. BLUE'S losses in capital ships, cruisers, tenders and 
train vessels in a formation under 14 knots continued about the 
same as in other years, where the formation speed was 10 or 11 
knots. This brings up the point as to whether even a 15-knot 
formation speed under similar conditions would result in much 
improvement. It appears that once the BLUE fleet is contacted 
and tracked, sooner or later ORANGE will make a massed attack at 
night or at dawn with all or part of his force. Furthermore, it 
appears possible for ORANGE to so dispose his submarines as to 
get foul of the BLUE formation as it passes through his line. It 
appears practically certain that the BLUE cruis·ing disposition 
must meet such an ORANGE massed attack and be upon the defensive; 
and if auch massed attack of surface ships is aided by a strong 
ORANGE air off'ensive the damage to the BLUE fleet woul.d rise very 
high. 
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25. The strategical teatures of this problem bring up the 
important point of whether the entira operation !"its in with the 
grand strategy of BLUE. Considerations of all taetors of the 
BLUE government whieh form grand strategy would make it appear 
that no such overseas expedition under present Far Eastern con
ditions would be attempted. It woul.d seem certain that the 
peopl.e would not back such a war where the chances ot failure 
ot the fleet and its convoy appear m tremendous at the start. 
Therefore this problem accomplishes a great deal in bringing 
out the various points which must be overcome by BLUE in all 
strategical. and tac tieal pl.ans. Of those important are -
the size and condition of the BLUE tleet, the training of the 

KPeraonnel, the logi'5>tics, the security of HAWAII, the WEST COAST 
and the PANAMA CANAL. Further, the fact that MANILA cannot be 
expected to hol.d more than two weeks. The lack of a secure base 
in the PHILIPPINES and the enormous project of taking a suitable 
base against opposition and holding it until. the fleet arrives, 
and even after i ts«Jccupation, stand out each year. Whether or 
not DUMANQUILAS or any other base can be guaranteed to the BLUE 
fleet for future operations is a serious question. 

25. Considering the various types of ships, a study of this 
problem emphasizes the vulnerability of battleships from torpedo 
fire and the possibilities of what bombing attacks or even poison 
gas might do. In this problem no poison ~as was permitted on 
ai ther side and therefore BLUE had one less worry. In future 
games it is understood that poison gas will be used and it is 
possible that the BLUE battleships,, carriers and tenders may 
suffer. In any event, the BLUE under-water damaged battleships 
in any sort of heavy weather would probably never be able to 
return safely to HAWAII, and the damages to heavy cruisers would 
probably cause their destruction in heavy weather, when it is 
visualized how easily and seriousl.y their hull can be penetrated. 
(Our first opportunity to observe this in our new 8-inch cruisers 
even from a collision took place in October 1933 when the CHICAGO 
was struek, by a British freighter of only 6,000 tons at low speed. 
The damage received on the port side forward of the CHICAGO com
pelled her immediate passage under good weather conditions, only 
200 miles from POINT SUR, CALIFORNIA, to the Mare Island Navy Yard}. 
The need for more destroyers or sloops by BLUE was most apparent. 
The continued value of submarines on both sides was again empha
sized. The contacts made by submarines and t:J:E:ir use in attrition 
attacks are most important. 

26. The work of the air forces is of special. interest in view 
of the fact that the BLUE Commander-in-Chief and the ORANGE air com
mander are both naval pilots and ex-commanders of the aircraft car
riers LEXINGTON and SARATOGA. They used the air forces aggres
sively and according to the latest doctrine and their own experience. 
Had the game continued longer, it is probable that the air opera
tions on both sides would hav~ brought material results. 
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27. The use of destroyers in these night attacks by ORANGE 
was cf a most aggressive nature and resulted in a huge loss. The 
firing ot torpedoes at night and the meth9ds of firing are mat
ters of great importance. In such a melee it is problematical 
as to how praotioable curved fire ahead is from a division or 
squadron of destroyers which have made an attack at night upon 
a formation in which the location of capital ships and cruisers 
is unknown. Furthermore, the question of recognition signals 
and the control of gunt"ire under these night conditions is a 
serious one. With the illumination ot searchlights and star
shells it would be very difficult to tell friend from foe in 
such a melee. Whether or not the use of torpedoes by cruisers 
at night justi!'ies carrying torpedoes on all heavy cruisers is 
another question. In all of these night surprise encounters 
upon hich decisions were made on the game board, there is a pos
s.ibili ty that no maneuver rules could visualize and oover the un
foreseen oondi tions. 

28. With the amount of data and observations made upon this 
problem - more detailed than have heretofore been compiled - it 
is possible to establish a foundation for future study of such 
problems. Therefore an attempt was made to retain all records, 
data and reports which might have a value in future studies. A 
consideration of all of these, and even of the personnel features 
ot the game, may be of assistance in drawing up future games and 
playing future problems. It appears that with the results of 
future games thoroughly analyzed there may come a time when sound 
deductions and conclusions can be drawn as to all the various 
merits and factors of the strategy and tactics to be used in a 
war in the WESTERN PACIFIC. This should also be of value to 
the students of the Advanced Course who may concentrate upon 
the planning and conduct of such a campaign. 

Wilbur R. Van Auken, 
Captain, U. s. Navy. 
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